
II. NARRATIVE

A. Significance

Statement of Purpose 

In June of 2020, the Univ. of California, Santa Barbara plans to launch the vital, final stage of its English 

Broadside Ballad Archive (EBBA) and incorporate 1,178 rare, early English broadside ballads held at 101 

libraries in the US, UK, Canada, and Australia. Our goal is to ensure that EBBA has captured as 

completely as possible all extant English broadside ballads pre-1701, thereby fully consolidating on a 

single site these difficult-to-access treasures and making them free and open to the public. A list of the 

institutions where we located new broadside ballads, the number of ballads at each, and the items viewed 

on-site, is provided in Appendix 1; a link is provided here to a detailed cataloguing of every item at each 

institution. Since EBBA’s founding in 2003, we have provided facsimiles and archiving of the large, 

well-known collections of early broadside ballads mostly held at such famed institutions as Harvard and 

the British Library; by the end of our current grant, EBBA will include 9,500 printed ballads from these 

libraries as well as links to the 1,500 ballads at the Bodleian Library, for a total of 11,000 items. With the 

addition of our newly found cache of ballads, the site will digitize 12,000+ artifacts. Many of these items 

are unique, which is extraordinary considering the large number of broadside ballads already archived in 

EBBA; furthermore, they represent EBBA’s focus on the 16th through 17th centuries, when the printed 

ballad genre was at its heyday: the unparalleled period when these sheets were simultaneously text, art, 

song, and culture. The new editions provide exciting, novel insights on the tumultuous period in England 

of the late 1670s and early 1680s. As intriguingly, we find a range of collecting practices: tiny holdings of 

1-8 broadside ballads, suggesting that immigrants to the US, Canada, and Australia took these sheets as 

valued personal items; and larger holdings of 20-100 items at other libraries, indicating the beginning of 

an antiquarian interest beyond the UK in amassing ephemera of the UK. We are excited to thus close 

EBBA with fresh perspectives and the confidence to track ballad formats and themes through their 17th-

century heyday. 

While working on completing our current NEH grant (archiving the remaining early broadside ballads at 

the British Library), PI Patricia Fumerton secured UCSB Senate monies for her team to spend 6 months 

combing the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) and consulting with curators to find the broadside 

ballads as yet unarchived by EBBA. In addition, Fumerton and her Senior Project Manager traveled to all 

14 institutions that held more than 20 broadside ballads—10 libraries in the US (stretching from CA, to 

TX, to IL, to NC, to D.C., to NY) and 4 in England (the National Archives of London, Guildhall Library, 

Lambeth Palace, and Cambridge U). Experience has shown that when an institution holds as many as 20 

broadside ballads, likely more items are squirreled away unbeknownst to curators, uncatalogued by the 

library, and often missing from the ESTC and Early English Books Online (EEBO). Many unidentified 

ballad ephemera lie simply piled in folders, loose in boxes, or even rolled up, tied with string, and 

jumbled together with pamphlets, letters, or receipts, as evident at London’s National Archive (Appendix 

2). On site, we discovered 200 broadside ballads not at first on our list, even after extensive work with the 

ESTC and curators. While the large number of institutions holding as yet un-archived ballads prevents us 

from visiting them all, we are communicating with every library we cannot visit; this correspondence will 

be completed by Sept. 2019. Due to EBBA’s international renown, all the curators with whom we have so 

far spoken and those at institutions we have visited expressed great enthusiasm about including their 

holdings in EBBA—to the extent that many are providing images of their ballads gratis. We have no 

doubt that this strong supportive response will be echoed by our as-yet-uncontacted libraries with small 

holdings. To give you a sense of the libraries’ eagerness to participate in EBBA, we include a sampling of 

“Letters of Commitment” (Appendix 20a). 

With such enthusiastic support (intellectually and financially) from the libraries, EBBA is poised to 

archive this final treasure-trove of rare ballads, if only we can receive NEH funding. Continuing our well-

established and acclaimed standards, we will provide granular cataloguing of the ballads, MARC records, 

and multiple views of the ballads (see, e.g., Appendix 3a-3c and “Mounting the Ballad Images”). The 
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textual metadata will be rendered in TEI/XML; music metadata in MEI/XML. Ballads in this new grant 

with extant tunes printed on their sheets (923 out of the 1,178 items) will be recorded a capella, as was 

common in the time. This will expand significantly EBBA’s 5,900 tune recordings, of which 2,806 are 

unique to date. The tunes will also be incorporated into “Minstrel,” EBBA’s soon-to-be-launched tool for 

enhancing user understanding of the interrelationship between text and tune (see “Recordings”). 

Finally, on the image and technology fronts, we will expand the capabilities of our digital image tool, 

Arch-V, to automatically generate descriptive tags for the matches it finds among our woodcut 

impressions (16,000 woodcuts to date). The tags have been carefully developed by human catalogers and 

will allow scholars to search images not only by matches but also by concept and content, thus ensuring 

that EBBA is fully catalogued and searchable by text, tune, and image. We will further introduce exciting 

updates to the EBBA website. Following the imminent launch of our newly designed web interface 

(EBBA 4.0), we will provide state of the art topic modeling of our corpus and leverage Semantic Web 

tools to make EBBA’s data fully interoperable with other websites (see “Digital Technology”). 

EBBA’s overarching goal is to recreate as much as possible the sensory, emotive, and intellectual ways 

broadside ballads were experienced in their time. These popular artifacts were a major new cultural 

phenomenon distinct from the oral ballad of tradition. With the arrival of print in England in the 15th 

century, ballad producers sought to widen their market. In their heyday, they did so by sporting black-

letter typeface together with multiple woodcuts and tune titles (see Euing 383, from the U of Glasgow). 

As cheap print—costing just a penny or less—they were peddled in printers’ or publishers’ shops as well 

as on the streets, likely by the millions, and bought by all levels of society. They were akin to today’s 

newspapers and pop songs. Like these popular media, they were both valued as mass communication and 

highly ephemeral, as is evident in their often-tattered survival—the result of much folding, carrying 

about, and reuse (including rebinding). “Cupid’s Revenge,” a unique ballad at the U of Illinois, Urbana, 

shows how such over-handling can cause a broadside ballad literally to fall apart (Appendix 4). 

Indeed, if millions of ballads were disseminated, most have been lost to posterity when over-handled, 

pasted up on walls, discarded or recycled as pie lining, toilet paper, etc. Ballad collectors, such as John 

Henry Wrenn, the Earl of Rosebery, and Narcissus Luttrell, thus engaged in a feat of preservation. But 

access to the surviving artifacts is highly limited. Library restrictions are tight, and even when lifted, 

travel to holding sites is often expensive and time-consuming. Fumerton has been privileged to be 

awarded many grants to conduct on-site research and, with EBBA’s growth in fame, to gain cooperation 

from holding institutions. However, such opportunities aren’t available to the average scholar. 

But what about Early English Books Online (EEBO)? Is that not a reliable digital resource for locating 

facsimiles of all extant printed ballads? No. Even disregarding EEBO’s often prohibitive subscription 

rates and poor-quality images, scanned quick-and-dirty from microfilm, the fact is that, while EBBO 

references a majority of our discovered 1,178 ballad titles, it lists fewer than 20% of the copies in the 

libraries we visited—many of which are substantially different printings than the microfilm images EEBO 

provides. We are in dialogue with EEBO; Jo-Anne Hogan at ProQuest (owner of EEBO) and Rebecca 

Welzenbach of EEBO-TCP (which transcribes EEBO texts) are both on EBBA’s Board. EEBO-TCP has 

asked to create links to EBBA’s transcriptions, for which we granted permission. But the need is high for 

free access to all ballads within a single, comprehensive, user-friendly website. 

Most surprisingly, many of the rare and “hidden” ballads we discovered in this grant proposal have not 

even been catalogued yet by the ESTC, traditionally the gold-standard for locating extant pre-1800 works 

printed in Britain, if not their images. We turned first to the ESTC in our research for as-yet-unarchived 

ballads, and it was invaluable in directing us to likely libraries, but shelfmarks were often missing from 

the ESTC citations, and the cited libraries almost always held more ballads than the ESTC knew. Dr. 

Brian Geiger, Director of the North American ESTC, has agreed to serve again as consultant to EBBA to 

ensure that the ESTC is updated by our findings (see “Letters of Commitment,” Appendix 20b). In a 

fruitful circle of collaboration, EBBA provides the ESTC with MARC records, and the ESTC links all its 

broadside ballad entries to the corresponding facsimile images in EBBA (which then links back to its 
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ESTC entry). But we still have a long way to go as we enter the final stretch of the archive. Not only are 

citations to the unarchived ballads not wholly accessible via the ESTC, but when multiple editions of a 

ballad are listed by an image-serving database, such as EEBO, typically only one poor-quality image is 

delivered as representative, despite wide disparities between the supposedly “same” ballad editions. 

EBBA’s inclusion of the remaining 1,178 unarchived early ballads thus answers a pressing need for 

scholars: to make fully accessible online all extant early modern broadside ballads. Usage of EBBA is 

already high and growing every year, nearly quadrupling from a total of c. 21,000 unique visitors in 2007 

to c. 80,000 in 2018 (Appendix 5). We promote EBBA through publications, talks, coursework, and 

collaborations; we also encourage undergraduate involvement in the project, and with this grant will join 

UCSB’s Undergrad Division to establish a branded EBBA-Faculty Research Assistantship. We further 

attain high visibility through news stories, blogs, public performances, and social media. Through all 

these means, we widen access to what was, in the broadside ballad’s own time, intended to be the culture 

of the people. We regularly receive emails of thanks (Appendix 6a-6e). 

The Significance of an Expanded EBBA for the Study of Popular Culture 

Ballads were intended for the masses. The single most disseminated artifact in the literary marketplace of 

London by the end of the 16th century, they were hawked on London’s streets and distributed far into the 

provinces in packs of chapmen. One could not travel in London without hearing ballads sung on street 

corners, in alehouses, or at home, or without seeing them handed around or posted on public or domestic 

walls. Shakespeare cited ballads in every play he wrote. They thus touched all levels of society, though 

they were decidedly aimed at and embraced by the middling to lower sorts. Printed on the cheapest paper, 

using recycled woodcuts, they were to be affordable to all but the poorest folk—at a penny or less, they 

cost around the same price as a pint of ale or loaf of bread. 

To increase their audience appeal to include the semi-literate, when other texts were being issued in 

“high” white-letter or roman typeface, ballads were still being printed in black-letter font until the end of 

the 17th century—the print by which children learned to read, and also the typeface associated with homey 

“Old England.” Adding to their allure, towards the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th century, 

printed ballads became increasingly ornamental, with decorative lines and woodcut illustrations, 

explaining why they were posted up as art. Likely the curling black-letter type was itself considered a 

kind of art for those who could not read. These broadside ballads were also sung to simple tunes, so well-

known that usually just a tune title was printed on the sheet, which made them even more accessible to the 

common sort. As multimedia—text (particularly black-letter text), art, and song—they reached their 

heyday by the early 17th century. One can track the aesthetic morphing of the broadside ballad from the 

mid-16th to the late 17th century by looking at three representative ballads (Appendix 7a-7c). Consider 

first the “Lamentation of Beckles a Market towne,” 1586 (7a), a rare 16th-century ballad held at the 

Newberry Library, printed in black letter with tune title but minimally embellished. Now look to the much 

more eye-catching, mid-17th-century heyday ballad, “Robin Hood’s Progress to Nottingham,” held at the 

Morgan Library (7b). Excitingly unique—considering that EBBA has already catalogued 75 Robin Hood 

ballads—this artifact sports an extension of the decorative features of the 16th-century “Beckles” ballad: 

printed in black-letter with tune title, it further catches the eye with its large woodcut illustrations. Now 

turn to “The Nation’s Cry and Complaint against the Meal-mongers and all Extortioners” (7c), held at the 

New York Public Library (NYPL), also unique but more representative of the late 17th century. As if 

aesthetically looking back to the visually simple 16th-century broadside ballads, it is relatively plain, with 

no ornamentation; its simple features are further emphasized by its roman font and lack of tune title. 

The topics addressed by broadside ballads across this period are linked to the changing aesthetics of the 

genre as well as to the fraught, shifting times of their history. Like the conflagration in the “Beckles” 

ballad, 16th-century Reformation ballads typically focus on disasters, or other awe-inspiring wonders, 

monsters, and religion. By the turn of the 16th century, however, the proliferation of print gave rise to very 

decorative broadside ballads aimed at a large consumer base. Printers and publishers ushered in more eye-

catching and more wide-ranging topics—wonderous ballads certainly, but also those about sex, love 
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(lamentable and happy), gender disputes, news, politics, fellowship in alehouses, sea battles (naval wars 

with the Dutch dominated the 17th century), landlords who selfishly raise rent or hoard corn to capitalize 

on famine, relatives who kill off dependents, famous battles (like “Chevy Chace”), and renowned heroes 

like Robin Hood, Guy of Warwick, and St. George. Ballads offered consumers a smorgasbord of topics. 

They further exploited the mass market by being issued in dialogue form, for and against a subject, many 

even published in sequence to singly depict different sides and so leverage every perspective for profit. 

Even further, the later, aesthetically simpler roman-font ballad against “Meal-Mongers and all 

Extortionists” reflects the way that format helped a ballad to also adopt a more political or social stance. 

We see such plainer, late 17th-century ballads especially in times of political crisis, where not just social 

issues but out-and-out politics was the talk of the nation, including the lower sorts. 

The Significance of an Expanded EBBA for the Study of Political History 

Most of the ballads we uncovered in searching out those not yet included in EBBA fall into this last 

category: unillustrated, roman-font, political ballads. In fact, everywhere we visited, these broadside 

ballads mostly cover a very specific political period: that of the infamous Popish Plot (1678-81) and 

subsequent Rye House Plot (1683). The first was a supposed Catholic conspiracy to assassinate Charles 

II, cooked up by Titus Oates. Though fabricated by Oates, its repercussions were disastrous; it snowballed 

into what could be described as a national anti-Catholic hysteria and the very real executions of at least 22 

men, including 5 Lords—all innocent of any such plan. The alleged plot was eventually exposed as 

fictitious, and this revelation caused a wave of national confusion and distrust. The second plot was an 

actual but failed plan to assassinate both Charles II and his Catholic brother James, with the intent of 

placing Charles’s eldest bastard but Protestant son, the Duke of Monmouth, on the throne. 

Other striking historical topics were certainly discovered in our research. One revelatory practice, which 

confirms a point made by Laurie Shannon in her book, The Unaccommodated Animal, was that, in the 

period, misbehaving dogs were formally tried by a jury and, if found guilty, hanged (as in “An Account of 

the Life and Bloody Death of William Lawries Dog,” a ballad at NYPL, which will be of special interest 

to those in the burgeoning field of animal studies). In this truly sad ballad, the dog had killed a sheep but 

was otherwise gentle and so beloved by all, especially his master, that though it was found guilty, it was 

spared the painful commoner’s punishment of hanging—hence our expression “hanged-dog look” for a 

sorrowful human face—and instead executed by beheading, as were lords. Still, despite a significant 

number of ballads reflecting surprising historical practices as well as other social injustices—“A Song” 

(Cambridge U, Appendix 8), for instance, movingly voices a poor, blind, old widow’s plea from a 

hospital window for comfort, thus obliquely critiquing the government for not adequately caring for its 

impotent—the politics of 1678-83 massively ruled our findings. 

Of course, EBBA already contains many ballads on the riveting Popish and Rye House Plots, but not in 

such huge numbers as we found in our research—and many of those we discovered were, to our surprise, 

unique! Our on-site digging was even more revelatory. Ballad scholars, such as Angela McShane, have 

argued that ballads printed in roman type, by virtue of their font and also, she claims, their frequent lack 

of tunes, were meant for the educated elite not the populace. However, while certainly in roman typeface, 

most of the political ballads we discovered, like the social injustice ones, were written in simple terms, 

implying they were aimed at the masses. They also often adopted plain-language dialogue form, such as 

the ballad “Betwixt a Farmer and his Man-boy, Jack,” who seemingly innocently stands in for “Jack 

Presbyter,” the common term for the extremist Presbyterians who instigated the Popish Plot. Jack pleads 

“in vain” to his master for more oats (a reference to Titus Oates) in a ballad metaphorically subtitled 

“Oates Well Thresh’t.” Frequently, we found political ballads published sequentially: one for, the other 

against a political position. Most importantly, the vast majority of these political ballads—83% of the 

them!—contrary to the assumption of traditional scholarship, do in fact indicate tunes on their sheets!  

This discovery amazed the EBBA team, which has archived to date over 9,000 pre-1701 English 

broadside ballads, including many roman-font, political ballads. Like the effect of the fictional Popish 

Plot (but in this case based on hard facts) the addition of these ballads in EBBA borders on revolutionary. 
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Contrary to received ballad criticism, they show that the masses embraced—one might say demanded—

and sung political ballads, recognizing them to be of national importance. This fact further suggests that 

most of the populace around the mid-17th century could read (or at least were attracted to) aesthetically 

plain, roman-type ballads—not despite, but because of their lack of ornamentation. Nondecorative roman 

typeface was still perceived as a fascinating novelty. Since these ballads were often printed on half sheets, 

with much less text than the full-sheet heyday ballads, once heard sung, the text could be easily 

memorized for further oral dissemination, even by the illiterate. 

Furthermore, our plethora of new political ballads, which will help complete EBBA, underscores a much 

more complicated view of the politics of the time than we had so far detected. Most fascinatingly in these 

as-yet-unarchived ballads, we see politics over and over again becomes mingled with other topics or 

metaphors: not only those of religion, but also of sex, gaming, good fellowship, and wonders, among a 

myriad of other themes. Consider, for instance, “The Catholick Gamesters or a Dubble Match of 

Bowleing,” another unique, new addition to EBBA (though we found copies at both UT-Austin and the 

Folger; Appendix 9). The ballad reflects the occasional practice of printing large sheets of political 

ballads in roman font with huge and complicated engravings; this one is to be sung to the catchy melody, 

“The Plot in the Meal-tub or Tan-ta-ra-ra-ra.” Printed in 1681, at the height of anti-Catholic frenzy, the 

ballad grotesquely illustrates in the bottom left the executions resulting from the Popish Plot of both lords 

and commoners, and blames Catholics for a host of other unproven “plots”: for instance, the death of 

Magistrate Godfrey (middle left)—bowled down by a group of Catholics—and the Great Fire of London 

in 1666 (top right), depicted as if it had been started by Catholics setting fire to bowling balls (mid-right)! 

As with the times, fact becomes confused with fiction, here to such a ludicrous extent in a game of 

bowling that the anti-Catholic cause ironically undermines itself (as did Oates’ gamely made-up Plot). 

The layering of politics with games commonly played by the populace regardless of class, likely made 

such ballads even more attractive and entertaining for the masses. A deck of playing cards was even 

printed in 1679 by Francis Barlow modeled on the Popish Plot (Appendix 10). 

Ballad producers deploying such playful metaphors as gaming likely used them to disguise as much as 

entertain, however. Politics and other controversial topics have lain covert in earlier heyday broadside 

ballads—usually emerging in a line or two, or maybe a stanza—but when these earlier ballads focused on 

sex, fellowship, or religion (fraught as religion was), they were primarily about just those topics. 

Increasingly in the 17th century, attempts to isolate political ballads as just that become nearly impossible; 

the ballads are too overlaid with the language of a multitude of other themes and metaphors. It is as if the 

turmoil of the Civil War era of the 1640s, represented by the broadside ballad “Englands Disorder,” 

printed in 1646 (and through which we exemplify EBBA’s different facsimile viewings; Appendices 3a-

3c), has resurfaced. Or perhaps, more accurately, the trauma of the Civil War era, its confusion, and the 

fear of speaking one’s mind straight out, never ended. Not surprisingly then, EBBA has archived a ballad 

from the Huntington Library dated 1681, which refers back 40 years to 1641, titled “The Plotting Cards 

Reviv’d, Or, the New game at Forty One.” Facing the “disorder” of the late 1670s and early 1680s, 

political broadside ballads also adopt mind-boggling versions of the religious “litany,” which had 

typically ended with the refrain “Libera Nos Domina” (Lord deliver us). Turned political lamentation and 

sung to a shortened version of “Greensleeves,” such litanies flooded the market in the 70s and 80s. Just to 

cite those titles we found at UT-Austin, there emerges “The True Protestants litany,” “The loyal 

Protestants new litany,” “The Cavalier’s litany,” and “A new litany for the holy time of lent.” As partisan 

litanies, they often adopt different, opposing political and religious positions (with the supposedly 

irrefutable refrain, “Which Nobody Can Deny”—the tune title for “Oates Well Thresh’t”). 

The layering of topics upon topics in so many of our new ballads, with politics always either up front or 

lurking in the guise of other themes, now explains the apparent oddity produced by the distant topic 

model created by EBBA’s Associate Director, Dr. Carl Stahmer. Through his topic modeling program, 

drawing on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)—which searches the frequency of words and their 

relations across EBBA’s corpus—the computer generated 160 EBBA topics. Not only is 160 a lot of 

topics for a corpus of EBBA’s size (9,000 items to date), but topics cluster close together and often 
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overlap (Appendix 11). From the Reformation through to the end of the 17th century, it would seem, the 

mass-marketed broadside ballad is about everything but the kitchen sink, but also almost always 

ultimately about politics. Put another way, Stahmer’s topic model reveals a point as yet unthought by 

ballad scholars: what is seemingly on the surface a “trite” broadside ballad to modern users could be of 

intense popular interest to early modern ballad consumers because it bears multi-pronged commentary.  

The Significance of an Expanded EBBA for the Study of Art History 

Even nothing means something. The fact that woodcut illustrations and other ornaments mostly disappear 

from political ballads at times of crises in the later 17th century does not indicate a lack of interest by the 

public in the “old days” of the decorative heyday ballad. Rather, it strongly suggests that printers and 

publishers were hurriedly printing political ballads in larger numbers than earlier ballads to meet the 

growing hunger for information, however confusing, traumatic, or “fake” the news might be. Printed 

typically on half sheets of paper—half the size of early ballads—with as few as 4-8 stanzas (compared to 

earlier 16-24), the size and simplicity of the political ballad sheets allowed producers to disseminate them 

quickly in huge numbers “hot off the press.” Viewed from a larger perspective, we are essentially seeing 

the beginning of the mass-marketed newspaper. Information, at least in the political genre of broadside 

ballads, won out over eye-catching and diverse kinds of ballad entertainment; the majority of our new-

found ballads, which will complete EBBA, illustrates this fact. 

Other forces were also at work in shaping the aesthetics of late broadside ballads, however. The populace 

not only wanted news but also, as we have seen, news they could sing to ballad tunes. There was a 

growing market for cheap songbooks, whether on political topics or not. As such books began appearing 

to fill this consumer demand, broadside ballads were competitively published with musical notation on 

them, like the “Song” of the poor, blind widow, voiced from her hospital window (Appendix 8). Musical 

theater also became popular with the Restoration of Charles II, and it was filled with ballads stolen from 

broadsides. Broadside ballad printers and publishers, in competition, stole theater songs. Often both kinds 

of ballads were written by such famous composers as Thomas D’Urfey, as, for instance, his “Excellent 

New Ballad,” to the tune of “How unhappy is Phillis in love,” at the UT-Austin. The addition of this 

broadside ballad with musical notation will further fill out EBBA’s holdings of, to date, no less than 94 

D’Urfey ballads, many simply stating “To an excellent new play-house Tune.” Ballads citing such tunes 

or providing music notation directly on their sheets as ornament (ornament because the general populace 

mostly still could not read music) mark the beginning of opera in England. Indeed, due to musical 

theater’s deep connection to broadside ballads, such shows were at first referred to as “Ballad Operas.” 

Fascinatingly, a broadside ballad at NYPL, likely authored by Richard Brome around 1700, anticipates 

John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera (1728). The ballad is titled “The Beggars Chorus; Or, The Jovial Crew.” 

It features a woodcut that displays three kinds of beggars: one on crutches (left), a poor woman with four 

raggedy children (middle), and a blind man with a dog and hat held out, begging (right); Appendix 12.  

Once our newly discovered ballads are added to EBBA in this final round of archiving, we can further 

track the evolution in the 17th century from black-letter to roman-font ballads before illustrations fell off 

the ballad sheets. For instance, EBBA currently holds 5 black-letter copies of the heyday “David and 

Bersheba” (with different illustrations on many of them). Once we increase this already impressive 

showing of the ballad’s illustrated black-letter editions with the Morgan’s holding by the same title, we 

will see yet two more different woodcuts—but decorating a sheet surprisingly in roman, not black-letter, 

type! The Morgan ballad, in other words, stands at a mid-point in the evolution of the printed ballad, as it 

develops from black-letter with illustrations to white-letter without illustrations. There is no definitive 

turning point in this evolution and contemporaries clearly treasured ballad illustrations, when not 

hurriedly rushing to gather unillustrated news ballads, late into the 17th century. 

Perhaps most fascinating is the way printers often carved broadside ballad woodcuts to meet popular 

demand for familiar cuts. Sometimes, however, they made slight alterations, such as inserting a speech 

bubble, known as a banderole (though more often than not, the speech bubble is left empty, due to haste 

in printing). For instance, EBBA has 5 copies of a broadside ballad, each with different versions of an 
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obscene but hilarious woodcut. The ballad was printed for multiple printers from the late 17th century into 

the early 18th century; it is titled “The Gelding of the Devil” (Appendix 13). But we have newly 

discovered a unique version of cut at Guildhall Library. It illustrates a black-letter edition of the ballad 

printed by the same printers as our earliest copy (F. Coles, T. Vere, J. Wright). However, it has some 

notable differences in the woodcarving. All the other copies of this ballad have extremely similar 

woodcuts wherein a devil is being gelded in the foreground, and in the background, we see the lead-up to 

that scenario. The Guildhall copy, however, differs significantly: 1) It is a complete mirror-image of the 

other woodcuts; and 2) A banderole has been inserted, coming out of the mouth of the devil, with the text, 

“Oh! It smarts.” Indeed! Clearly, the ballad was in high enough demand to warrant making another 

woodcarving even for the same printing house (likely by stamping the original onto a new woodblock, 

and cutting along its lines, resulting in the mirror-image orientation we see at Guildhall). In sum, the 

demand for eye-catching woodcuts—illustrating many subjects—did in no way suffer a quick death. This 

would explain why woodcuts on roman font ballads revived in the 18th century, though black-letter type 

by then was gelded from broadside ballads for good. 

The Significance of an Expanded EBBA for the Study of Music 

The addition of the 1,178 as-yet-unarchived ballads in this final phase of EBBA will also further enhance 

the site as a research tool for studying the popular music of pre-1701 England. Previously, anyone who 

wanted to hear ballad texts and tunes together had to find the ballad and its tune in separate sources—an 

endeavor that requires hours upon hours, as our music specialist attests. Including those ballads sung for 

our current grant but not yet mounted online, EBBA has 2,660 unique ballad recordings and 6,153 

recordings in total (we do not re-record an edition of a ballad when 80% or more of the text is the same as 

that of the original recording). By providing on a single site both text and tune, whenever extant—923 in 

total for this grant!—a completed EBBA will save thousands of hours of research time for users. 

EBBA’s efforts to locate extant ballad tunes relies heavily on Claude M. Simpson’s still foundational 

British Broadside Ballad and Its Music (1966). But EBBA’s music specialist, Erik Bell, has also 

extensively sought out additional extant early modern tunes in songbooks, dance books (such as John 

Playford multi-editioned Dancing Master) and manuscript notations from the period. We are especially 

careful not to assume that the music notation printed on the ballad sheet is definitive. Experts in early 

modern ballad music have observed that many of the music notations printed on the ballad sheets are, in 

fact, “meaningless.” That is, they either do not form a recognizably coherent melody, or they cannot be 

made to fit the verse printed on the sheet, no matter how many adjustments the singer may attempt in an 

effort to make text and tune cohere. As noted above, music notation was in large part market-driven as 

ballad producers competed with the new fashion for cheap songbooks. As such, notation was often 

haphazardly slapped on the sheet and makes no sense. Such is the case of the notation printed on “The 

Catholick Ballad,” at U Penn, and on “No Prophecy like a True one,” at the Morgan (Appendix 14). 

But even if the notation turns out to be meaningless or corrupt by our modern standards, it satisfied early 

modern popular demand for notation and further “prettified” the ballad, making it more valued, perhaps 

especially by the lower sorts. That is, meaningless music nonetheless remains full of meaning. 

In addition to expanding knowledge of music as both sung tune and ornament, the new ballads we 

propose to add to EBBA, bringing the site to fruition, will be incorporated into and thus further increase 

the impact of our music enhancement tool, “Minstrel” (see “Recordings”). Our timing in finding new 

ways to improve EBBA’s musical features through Minstrel is most opportune. In large part due to 

EBBA’s influence, the scholarly world has been abuzz in the last few years with interest in sound, songs, 

and popular tunes, as witnessed by new books and dissertations dedicated in large part to broadside 

ballads, including Fumerton’s forthcoming ballad book, with an accompanying website of 48 sound files; 

Christopher Marsh’s in-progress book and website on the most popular 100 tunes of the early modern 

period, Hit Songs and their Significance in the 17th Century; and the in-progress website Early Modern 

Songscapes (with whom EBBA collaborates and for which project Fumerton was keynote speaker at the 

Songscapes conference in Toronto in the Fall of 2018). The broadside ballad bug is now spreading far 
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beyond the US and UK. Fumerton is also serving on the Advisory Board of a nationally funded project to 

archive Norwegian Broadside Ballads and will be the keynote speaker at a Czech Republic conference on 

broadside ballads. Moreover, inspired by EBBA’s finding a dozen ballads in Australia and New Zealand, 

those countries are confidently seeking co-national funding to archive not only those ballads but a newly 

discovered cache of broadside ballads that reach into the 19th century. These are exciting, groundbreaking 

times for local and global study of the broadside ballad genre as text, illustration, tune, and history! 

The Significance of an Expanded EBBA for the Study of Collecting Practices 

How so many broadside ballads published in England spread globally—not only to Australia and NZ, but 

also to Canada and, in large numbers, across the entire US—poses an intriguing puzzle for future scholars 

to assemble. So do the reasons for and methods of collecting them. Motive and method of many of the 

collectors of political ballads in England itself are less puzzling. 

Perhaps the most fascinating set of political broadside ballads we newly found in the UK were not 

assembled with other ballads as a like literary genre, such as we see in the Samuel Pepys collection that 

EBBA first archived. A collector living in the 17th century, Pepys states flatly on the title page to his 5 

neatly bound ballad volumes that he favored heyday black-letter ballads “with pictures” over white-letter 

ballads “without pictures,” though he did include the latter. He also clearly saw broadside ballads as 

representative of popular culture very widely construed, and tried to organize the ballads of his volumes 

into 11 subjects, many of which fell into variations on the subject of love (sometimes lust and lewd 

humor) and few of which fit into his categories of “History” and “State & Times.” By contrast, we were 

astonished to discover broadside ballads valued entirely as political documents held among the State 

Papers at the National Archives of London (NAL). They were organized into volumes alongside letters 

and other legal and official documents of the reigns of Elizabeth I, Charles I, and Charles II. 

Most fascinating at the NAL were the many broadside ballads we found in volumes from Elizabeth I’s 

reign labeled “Scotland.” As early as the mid-16th century, broadside ballads—in this case all from the 

early unornamental black-letter tradition—appear to have been considered by the government to be 

documents that reflected popular opinion, yes, but not so much for its fascinating culture as for its 

suspicious politics, important enough to collect broadside ballads as State Papers. These specifically seem 

to serve as legal evidence for the treason or sedition of Mary Queen of Scots. Neatly put, the collections 

at the NAL bespeak the influence of the popular on the sympathies and the actions of the judicio-political 

realm, rather than merely the reverse. Indeed, most of these ballads were printed by a Scottish printer and 

a publisher in Edinburgh, both actively fighting Mary Queen of Scots (and receiving aid from Elizabeth) 

during the Marian civil war on “behalf” of her son, James VI (later James I): Robert Lekpreuik (printer) 

and Robert Sempill (publisher). The 10 Lekpreuik ballads we discovered at the NAL—many unique—

more than double our current holdings by this important Scottish printer. 

Another revelatory new collection, which will prove invaluable to historians and cultural critiques 

generally, are the broadside ballads discovered at Cambridge U, called the Selmy volumes, or SEL. This 

collection also prioritizes politics. It reflects precise, political organization—the broadside ballads are 

arranged roughly chronologically but also by political topic (the Popish Plot, Rye House Plot, the French 

and Dutch naval wars, the political unrest surrounding the Glorious Revolution, etc.). 

Narcissus Luttrell, an individual who assembled many volumes containing broadside ballads (again, side-

by-side with proclamations and pamphlets) also saw the ballad as valuable primarily for politics. We are 

fortunate to be able in this round of archiving, if funded, to complete Luttrell’s collections. To those we 

have already archived from the British Library, Yale’s Beinecke Library, and the Huntington, we can now 

include ballads from 2 Luttrell volumes at the Newberry and another one at the Clark library. What makes 

these “finds” so important, in addition to the new ballads they contain, is that Luttrell always handwrote 

on the sheets the date when he purchased the ballads, thus making it easier for us as cataloguers to closely 

approximate dating even without an imprint (often the case with political ballads, where publishing the 

name of a printer/publisher could be dangerous business). In a kind of game, printers frequently used 
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nicknames for political figures or added dashes between most of the letters of their names for users to fill 

in the missing letters by hand. Luttrell gladly played along, but so did other collectors of these ballads. In 

one of the ballads at the U of Illinois, “The Cavalier’s Litany,” for instance, we find a consumer fully 

filling in the dashes with the correct letters of names. It is almost as if printers had created a game that the 

general public, not just antiquarians like Luttrell, very much enjoyed playing (Appendix 15). 

We are now also in a position to complete the rare Rosebery collections of broadsides, of which we have 

already archived in EBBA one rare volume from the National Library of Scotland. We have discovered 

another 2 Rosebery volumes at the Folger almost wholly intact (and physically huge), which again 

contain many broadside ballads. They were saved by the Folger from being cut apart by a bookseller so 

he could sell the ballads individually. The Folger put his dismemberment practices to an end by 

purchasing the volumes, and thus saving invaluable evidence of early modern England and Scotland. 

When we turn to the other larger collections made by identifiable antiquarians in the US, we find that our 

country’s citizens continued to hold strong ties to England in the 19th century, even after we had attained 

nationhood. In the first large collection to be donated to a library after the end of the US Civil War, John 

Henry Wrenn donated more than 6,000 items to UT-Austin. These contain a huge number of volumes of 

occasional verse, including those of broadside ballads pre-1701. Intensely proud of his US and Texas 

identity, Wrenn nevertheless still felt strong ties to England. He hired a middleman, Thomas H. Wise, to 

acquire ballad items for him there and have them beautifully bound—each individually in its own 

volume!—by Riviere Company & Sons, who would then ship them to Wrenn in the US. Most of Wrenn’s 

broadside ballads, as with so many others we have newly discovered locally and globally, are about the 

Popish and Rye House Plots. Perhaps Wise purchased bundles of ballads from another collector at an 

auction in the UK. But the survival of so many such broadside ballads in so many libraries might suggest 

a sympathy on a collector’s part with the trauma these ballads express, given they were collected or 

acquired in countries all newly emerging from their own political traumas. When we add just the 1-8 

copies of broadside ballads that survive in out-of-the-way places, such as Australia, New Zealand, and 

Canada, we should seriously consider that even individuals who were not self-perceived antiquarians 

thought these artifacts momentous enough to transport them with them to new lands. In sum, individuals, 

not just antiquarians, felt the compelling attraction of early modern broadside ballads, as we do today. 

B. History, Scope, Duration

Enlarged with 1,178 new, and many rare, early ballads diligently sought out from 101 libraries (800 of 

whose items we have so far examined on-site in the US and UK), and further updated with state-of-the-art 

technological improvements, EBBA will reach fruition. We will have completed our goal to make fully 

accessible all of the c. 12,000 extant English broadside ballads pre-1701 as text, art, song, and culture. 

EBBA will be supported in perpetuity by UCSB’s Early Modern Center (EMC), English Department, 

HFA Division, Library, and UC Digital Library (see also D. Sustainability). The EMC, founded in 2000 

by EBBA Director Fumerton, is a fully equipped, endowed Center with 7 faculty and annually about 10 

graduate and another 10 undergraduate students specializing in early modern English studies. Affiliated 

faculty and students are also active in the Center’s programs, especially from Art History, History, and 

Music. Many belong to the large EBBA team that is historically over 400 people strong. The EMC is 

further backed by a full-time staff person (Brian Reynolds) who manages all its IT needs. Thus supported, 

the EMC maintains a strong cyber presence. EBBA is its largest, most renowned project. 

EBBA has a long history. In June 2003, Fumerton used her own funds to gain unprecedented rights from 

the Pepys Library to digitize from microfilm its 1,882 ballads—the single largest collection of pre-1701 

English broadside ballads. With a modest UCSB Instructional Improvement Grant and ballad courses she 

taught, Fumerton formed a small EBBA team that proceeded slowly but determinedly. Fumerton herself 

built EBBA 1.0, and scraped together more UCSB funds for her team to mount online, catalogue, and 

begin recording the Pepys ballads. Her 1st NEH Grant in 2006-08 was a godsend. The grant boosted team 

morale and capacity, allowing us to complete the Pepys Ballad Archive and add background essays to the 

website. Dr. Stahmer also joined the team as Associate Director and digital specialist; he promptly created 
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EBBA 2.0 as well as a point-and-click program to XML/TEI encode all the site’s metadata. With every 

subsequent NEH grant, EBBA has added c.1,000-1,500 broadside ballads from major collections held 

across the US and UK. We have simultaneously enhanced user access to music (e.g., “Minstrel,” which 

provides transcriptions of recordings), art (e.g., “Arch-V,” which matches and automatically catalogs 

images across EBBA), and most recently, texts (through topic modeling and other text mining tools). The 

website has also been continually upgraded both aesthetically and functionally. Appendix 16 provides 

screenshots of EBBA’s 3 phases of homepages to date as well as a mockup of its soon-to-be launched 

EBBA 4.0 homepage (16a), and also (in 16b) some mockups of its new functionality. 

We are almost there. The enthusiasm of new institutions to include their holdings and praise of EBBA’s 

user-friendly interface is most rewarding. Still, in this final grant, we will not only complete the ballad 

corpus but also include more improvements to the music experience (see “Recordings”) and render all 

facets of the archive interoperable within EBBA and in accordance with the principles of Linked Data. 

C. Methodology and Standards

Mounting the Ballad Images 

From 600 ppi color digital TIFF images, EBBA will create JPEGs of “album facsimiles,” “ballad sheet 

facsimiles,” and “facsimile transcriptions.” Album facsimiles will reflect the ballad as it appears 

assembled in a collection, showing the loose backing paper or bound volume pages onto which it is 

pasted. Ballad sheet facsimiles will crop out most of the backing/album paper and reassemble any cut-

apart ballads to show the ballad as it approximately looked when printed. Facsimile transcriptions 

grayscale the color image and replace the original print with modern type so that users can easily read the 

ballads, but not sacrifice the play between illustration and text (see Appendix 3a-3c). Finally, all our 

ballad transcriptions are viewable and searchable as “text transcriptions” (and linkable to “raw XML”).  

Cataloguing the Ballads 

As with all collections added to EBBA, these new ballads will be catalogued using the ESTC as our 

starting point, whenever such an entry is available. However, in keeping with careful decisions made in 

developing EBBA, we will add important information which supplements that provided by the ESTC, 

including “refrain”; “imprint”; “license”; “collection”; “pages”; “location”; “shelfmark”; and “keywords” 

(via backend drop-down lists to secure consistency and transparency). See, e.g., citation for Pepys 1.124-

125. Tunes are separately catalogued, as the woodcut impressions will be (through the cooperation of

Stahmer’s digital image association tool and human catalogers). Each facet of this granular cataloging of

sheet, text, music, and art—updated in our imminent launch of EBBA’s new website interface—will be

tagged with URIs to allow for interoperability within EBBA and across websites

Ballad Transcriptions 

Since most early ballads are in thick black-letter or “gothic” font, and since browning of the cheap paper 

and blotched or faded print is common, the texts are very difficult, at times impossible, to read. This is 

especially the case for modern readers unfamiliar with the peculiarities of early modern type. Determining 

just how much to “modernize” the original text was difficult and time-consuming. In the end, we decided 

that it was important to preserve most of the original spelling, so as to capture a “feel” of the original, 

while at the same time converting to modern print features of the type that impede readability for the non-

expert; see Rules for Transcription. To ensure the highest level of accuracy, adopt the industry practice of 

“double keying.” Each ballad will be independently transcribed by two people, and the transcriptions then 

compared by a third person using Microsoft Word’s Merge Documents. 

Recordings 

In performing our new ballads, we will employ the same tune standards established for all previously 

archived collections. We have carefully considered a number of factors that impact the interpretation of 

the ballad as song and have chosen to use a comfortable, “natural” singing tone, tending towards clear 

articulation, with minimal ornamentation and vibrato, so as not to obscure the basic melody or text. We 
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also record most of the ballads a cappella, since the ballad tradition is a singer’s tradition. 

We draw primarily on Simpson’s painstakingly reconstructed melodies of the period, which are 

accompanied by detailed references to the historical sources; but we supplement Simpson with additional 

tunes when discovered through the extensive research of our music specialist. Our goal is to provide 

sound recordings of the ballads proposed for this grant for which there are known tunes—estimated at 900 

ballads. We use the rough rule that ballad texts which are 80% similar are, for the purposes of the 

recording, duplicates. In these cases, we link to an already recorded edition. But if no recording exists, or 

if there are significant variations in the way the tune could be sung beyond our extant work (e.g., 

“Packington’s Pound” has several known versions), the ballad is recorded. Tunes are sung by students 

guided by a trained expert using state-of-the-art equipment. 

Since full appreciation of the tune is crucial to the ballad experience, EBBA has expanded its music 

resources by including transcriptions of the first stanza of a recording in our soon-to-be-launched tool 

“Minstrel,” created by EBBA’s music specialist, Bell. In Minstrel, the transcribed notation is shown with 

text underlay in a way that matches syllables to notes, slurs, pauses, etc. Using the Verovio program, Bell 

also generates MEI data that creates a MIDI sound output of the music-text transcription, wherein each 

sung word lights up together with the note sung so that the user can more easily follow along. This audio 

is also slowed down for easier user comprehension. Minstrel will undoubtably allow users better to 

visually and aurally understand how notes align with text, and vice versa. In response to user demands, in 

this last phase of EBBA, we will also provide modern transcriptions of the source music, again playable 

in MIDI; users may thus see and hear the difference between the tune in the abstract and as it must be 

adapted to an individual text (and vice versa). We will furthermore expose the MEI encoding of all the 

musical transcriptions (see Appendix 17). Such an interactive set of tools will expand accessibility to 

ballad tunes for experts and non-experts alike in a way that breaks new ground in music appreciation. 

Digital Technology: Information Architecture 

The proposed technological development for this grant will focus on refining user access to the archive as 

well as enhancing user ability to analyze the myriad data points included in the EBBA database (text 

content, cataloging metadata, tune/image associations, etc.). To accompany our soon-to-be-launched new 

interface, we will also connect EBBA data with a wider universe of web-available information from and 

about the early modern period using Linked Data architectures. 

EBBA currently exposes all of its metadata for machine processing via downloadable MARC XML.  

Users can easily download MARC XML files for a single item, a subset of items identified through the 

search/browse interface, or the entire archive via links from the web interface (e.g., Appendix 18). Text 

transcriptions of individual ballads are also downloadable as TEI that includes all cataloging metadata in 

the TEI Header. The EBBA database, however, contains a great deal of highly curated information that, 

even when presented via MARC or TEI, is not optimally machine actionable. For example, it includes 

lists of unique authors and printer/publishers, with internally assigned, unique local identifiers, but the 

archive does not utilize or maintain publicly accessible nor machine actionable Uniform Resource 

Identifiers, or URIs, for these entities. This limits the ability of users either in real time or 

programmatically using API accessible data to connect information contained in the EBBA database with 

a wider context of information about ballads, authors, printers, places, etc. on the web. (It is worth noting 

here that the Semantic Web was hardly available when EBBA came to be, and Linked Data literally did 

not exist as either a concept or an architecture for most of EBBA’s history.) 

Stahmer recently received funding from the Getty Foundation to expand the functionality of EBBA’s 

image search engine, Arch-V (originally developed from an NEH Start-Up Grant). This initiative will 

result in the minting and publishing of URIs for both individual, printed instances of woodblock 

impressions and also for related FRBR Manifestation level URIs for each unique woodblock impression. 

(In FRBR, the accepted bibliographic model for libraries, conceptually each Manifestation represents a 

unique image and each Instance represents a printed copy of its Manifestation.) These URI’s will be 

added to the EBBA database as part of the Getty-funded work so that they can be included in API-
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delivered metadata. Additionally, as part of this effort, the subject tags that EBBA uses to catalogue the 

woodblock images in its collection will be aligned with Getty vocabularies; image subject and genre URIs 

will be associated with each woodblock impression as well. 

In 2011 EBBA also participated in a JISC funded project lead by the Bodleian Library to develop a data 

model for representing an Integrated Broadside Ballad Archive. As part of this initiative, UUIDs (a 

unique form of machine generated IDs) were created both for FRBR level ballad Manifestations and for 

FRBR Items (individual copies of each Manifestation.) As part of the work effort made possible through 

our proposal we will convert these UUIDs to Linked Data URIs, published and maintained using the 

California Digital Library EZ-ID system. This will allow us to deliver persistent, machine actionable 

URIs for every ballad (and associated Manifestation) in EBBA as Linked Data in various contexts.   

This proposal, if awarded, will also make possible important work to create and/or associate publicly 

available, persistent URIs for people, organizations, and places represented both within ballad texts and in 

EBBA’s rich, cataloging metadata. The Map of Early Modern London (MoEML), a project of the U of 

Victoria and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, maintains publicly 

available databases of persons, organizations, and places from the early modern period, each of which is 

associated with a persistent Linked Data URI. Funding will allow us to associate the texts and data in the 

EBBA archive with MoEML URIs and to mint new URI’s as needed to supplement the MoEML 

database. This will be achieved through two primary efforts. First, we will perform string matching 

against all of the MoEML databases. This process will perform exact and distance matching. Exact 

matches with MoEML data will have URIs assigned automatically, whereas approximate matches (which 

will be identified with a distance weight score) will be reviewed by EBBA’s human cataloging team. For 

the second part, we will use a named entity extraction algorithm on all ballads to identify persons, places, 

or organizations. For those entities that are not in MoEML, we will mint new URIs, add them to the 

EBBA database, and submit those URIs to MoEML for inclusion in their database. This will allow us to 

link the data and text objects contained in our archive to the wider web in a Linked Data environment. 

In addition to enhancing the depth and interoperability of EBBA’s data, funding for this proposal will also 

support efforts to enhance the analytic functionality of the archive. EBBA’s site not only provides an easy 

to use, human readable gateway to the world of 17th-century broadside ballads, it also presents a deep 

trove of valuable data that can be analyzed by users for insights about both the collection and the period. 

The current iteration of the website provides several features designed to allow users to engage with this 

data. The “Analysis” section of the website to date presents the following analytic functions to the user: 1) 

a visualization of the geographic locations of early modern printers and publishers; 2) a year by year 

analysis of ballads published with and without tunes; 3) a year by year analysis of ballads in black letter 

vs. roman font; 4) an interactive visualization of a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model of the 

entire corpus; and 5) an interactive visualization of an image similarity network for the entire woodblock 

impression collection. The final phase of EBBA will expand the Analytics functionality of the archive to 

maximize users’ ability to analyze the trove of text, image, sound, and metadata in the archive.   

Thus, we will continue to expand the scholarly value of the EBBA topic model. Categorizing ballads by 

topic is a practice as old as ballad collecting and scholarship, as Samuel Pepys’ 11 ballad categories show. 

Similarly, each ballad in EBBA is subject-cataloged by human catalogers using a controlled vocabulary 

developed specifically for early modern broadside ballads. EBBA’s computationally driven LDA topic 

model will be leveraged alongside human cataloging to: 1) improve navigation of the archive; 2) better 

understand the ways in which discursive topics coexist and inform each other, the images, and tunes with 

which they co-occur; and 3) provide new categorical perspectives from which to understand our own 

scholarly bibliographic practice as it relates to the ballads. 

Individual topics in our LDA model are identified by clusters of words that co-occur in multiple ballads 

across the corpus. The current EBBA Advanced Search interface allows users to seek ballads using both 

an EBBA controlled keyword vocabulary and the Pepys categories. In our new grant, we will add topic 

associations as a similar means for users to navigate the archive. When viewing a topic model, users will 
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be able to click on any individual topic and be taken to a search return page that includes all ballads 

strongly associated with that topic (just as how searching on a keyword term returns all ballads associated 

with that term). Likewise, when looking at any individual ballad, users will be presented with a list of 

associated topics and the ability not only to search for other ballads also tagged with the individual topics 

but also other ballads that share the same topic correlations. Offering search returns within the wider 

context of topic similarity will enable users to make faster, more informed queries in the archive and will 

provide them with the opportunity to consider how individual ballads relate to the wider ballad corpus. 

In order to facilitate this type of topic traversal of the archive, we will engage a group of graduate students 

to provide human labels for the EBBA topics created by the LDA model. The UC Davis Library has 

developed an interface to allow users to quickly investigate a topic model: it links directly back to 

individual texts associated with a given Topic and highlights the words in the text associated with the 

topic. Using this interface, groups of human readers will examine the presence of one or more topics in 

individual ballads and provide context-relevant, human readable labels for them. 

Once we label the ballads, we will then begin aligning the topic model with both Pepys categories and 

EBBA keyword tagging. Where Pepys identified 11 categories, the human-designed, EBBA keyword 

vocabulary is more robust, consisting of 52 subjects. As mentioned, however, the LDA topic model, 

produced using a system that computationally determines the number of topics present based on 

vocabulary diversity and syntactic complexity, indicates that there are actually 160 discrete topics in the 

collection. To integrate the topic model into the archive, we will map both the Pepys categories and 

EBBA keyword to the topic model. Appendix 19 shows a dendogram of the current EBBA topic 

model—a hierarchical similarity network that arranges topics in a tree structure that groups topics into 

family groups based on cluster similarity. As depicted in the Appendix, we will use a covariance analysis 

to identify which topics are correlated with which EBBA keywords and Pepys categories.  

Mapping EBBA keywords and Pepys categories to topics serves two primary purposes. First, it helps us 

interrogate both Pepys’ and our own bibliographic practice. Why did Pepys see only 11 topics in the 

ballads? And why did we see 52? In both cases, which non-represented topics embody more discrete topic 

divisions, as depicted in the mapping hierarchy? Which topics were, in both cases, completely elided, and 

why? Topic mapping allows us to examine these important scholarly questions and reveal new knowledge 

about the early modern period and about our own critical practice. The topic mapping will also enhance 

user experience and findability of the ballads. With the topic mapping in place, we can better predict 

which non-Pepys ballads would have been categorized with which Pepys categories. Simply put, the 

mapping makes Pepys’ classification method leverageable as a search and discovery mechanism to drive 

users to the most similar ballads in each category from other collections, importantly integrating a 

significant point of reference for ballad scholarship since its inception with our archive’s other models. 

Our technology development will also focus on analyzing and exposing correlations between various 

aspects of the collection (such as topics, images, tunes, printers, and publishers) in ways that have been 

heretofore impossible to achieve. EBBA currently contains complete, independent mapping of images, 

tunes, topics, printers/publishers, and authors across ballads. The new interface will provide an analytic 

engine that will reveal patterns in these appearances. For example, do certain images always or, 

conversely, never appear on the same broadside together? Establishing and working to understand the 

nature of such correlational patterns has been a mainstay of ballad scholarship (and cultural scholarship in 

general), but the size of the ballad corpus makes it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for an unaided 

human reader to definitively track them. By contrast, a computer directed at EBBA’s rich datastore can 

easily and accurately identify correlational and covariant trends in image, text, tune, and metadata 

occurrence across the entire archive, or across user identified sub-corpuses. This proposed development 

will allow users to analyze the entire catalog or to use the site’s search and browse functionality to 

identify particular subsets of the corpus for analysis. 

D. Sustainability of Project Outcomes and Digital Content

EBBA is well aware of both the necessity for digital preservation and its difficulties. We have, 
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accordingly, secured commitments for essential preservation of the archive. UCSB’s Dean of HFA has 

pledged $10,000 to preserve EBBA’s code and high-resolution images in the University of California 

Curation Center’s digital archive repository, Merritt. Negotiations to include EBBA in Merritt are 

underway, and we are confident of a minimum of 7 years of Merritt curation based on quotes (thus 

assuring static preservation of EBBA’s essential data after the site’s completion minimally through 2030). 

While still in development (for 4-5 more years), it will be maintained as a fully functioning website in the 

EBBA-owned 12-core high-performance server, soon to be moved to in the campus secured Data Center. 

The server delivers not only the website in a Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP (LAMP) virtualized 

environment but also all file server and development server needs (via virtualization). Project data is 

backed up nightly to disk and weekly to tape, then stored offsite. The physical server, virtualized 

operating system environments, local network, and backups are currently all managed by the 

Department’s Systems and Network Administrator, Brian Reynolds. The EMC and English Department 

have pledged to maintain a fully functioning EBBA once completed, as long as is financially feasible (see 

Commitment Letters from the UCSB Dean and English Department Chair (Appendix 20b). 

E. Dissemination

The goal of an expanded EBBA is to provide easy and free access to the images, texts, songs, citation 

information, and subject matter of English broadside ballads leading up to, including, and immediately 

following their heyday of the 17th century.  

UCSB faculty, students, scholars, and the general public worldwide actively promote EBBA in talks, 

publications, courses, social networks, and other public venues, as noted in Appendix 6. In EBBA work, 

the NEH is always acknowledged. We are the first return in a Google search of “EBBA” or “broadside 

ballads.” As our Letters of Commitment and Support testify, we have achieved broad acclaim 

(Appendices 20-21). We expect user appreciation of EBBA will further grow upon completion. We plan 

to announce the NEH grant for the final phase of the project and celebrate EBBA’s completion through 

every available means. We will also celebrate EBBA’s 20th anniversary, which will likely coincide with 

its completion, with an international and interdisciplinary conference. 

F. Work Plan

EBBA’s plan of work is based on extensive experience with cataloguing ballads; creating album and 

ballad sheet facsimiles; transcribing them; making facsimile transcriptions; finding, learning, and 

recording extant period tunes; and transcribing recordings. It takes on average 30 mins. per ballad to fill 

out the citation information (which will be facilitated by previous research on dates and names of authors, 

printers, and publishers of the period and access to available ESTC catalogue entries, in consultation with 

Dr. Geiger); 2 hrs. to double-key transcribe a ballad and compare transcriptions; 30 mins. per ballad to 

review bibliographic information and produce the TEI/XML in our X-Ballad program; 40 mins. to create 

a facsimile transcription; 2.5 hrs. to research and record a ballad song; 1 hr. to create music transcriptions 

of the original music and of the 1st stanza of a ballad recording with text underlay; as well as a year for 

Stahmer at 2% time working with postdoc at 100% time to render all facets of the archive interoperable 

and in accordance with the principles of Linked Data, and Stahmer at 2% time in the second year 

supervising an undergrad RA in making updates and standardizing the site. 

Summer 2020: 

• McCants works 50% time supervising 10 students at 18% time each on imaging and cataloguing.

• Bell spends 50% time researching available tunes for ballads and inputting them into EBBA’s database.

• Stahmer works 2% time advertising and interviewing digital postdoc candidates.

September 2020 - March 2021: 

• Citations for new ballads completed and images mounted online as album and ballad sheet facsimiles.

• McCants & Adkison work 50% time supervising 6 students each, who work c. 24.5% time on

transcribing and checking ballads; Fumerton leads 2 undergrad RA’s at each at 6.5% time quarter on

creating facsimile transcriptions.

• Bell works 25% time cataloguing tunes and 25% time leading 2 RAs (each c. 7%) making recordings.
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• Stahmer works 2% time overseeing a post-doc working 100% time on site topic modeling, and

coordinates partnership with MoEML; both participate remotely in joint-site meetings.

April 2021 - June 2021 

• Transcribing ballads done; facsimile transcriptions and recording ballad tunes continues at same pace.

• Fumerton teaches grad course on the new collections; essays generated are mounted in EBBA.

• McCants & Adkison work 50% time leading 10 students each working at 24.5% time on making

facsimile transcriptions; they also start team on checking digital cataloguing of woodcut impressions.

• Fumerton leads 2 undergraduate RA’s working at 6.5% time on creating facsimile transcriptions.

• Bell works 50% time overseeing recordings and tune transcriptions.

• Stahmer works 2% time overseeing postdoc, at 100% time on site Linked Data interoperability; postdoc

codes backend modules for new analysis/navigation capabilities; both participate in meetings.

Summer 2021: 

• McCants works 50% time leading a team of 10 graduate students on making facsimile transcriptions;

cataloguing woodcut impressions; X-Ballading and exposing MEI of music transcriptions begins.

• Fumerton leads 2 undergraduate RA’s working at 6.5% time along with graduate students

• Bell works 50% time supervising 2 graduate student RAs working 7% time on recording ballad tunes,

making tune notation transcriptions and MIDI files of transcriptions from recordings; exposes MEI.

• Stahmer works 2% time overseeing postdoc at 100% on completing site topic modeling/interoperability.

September 2021 - June 2022: 

• McCants at 50% time oversees completion of all facsimile transcriptions, recordings, music file editing,

music transcriptions, X-ballading, exposing MEI, and cataloguing of woodcut impressions.

• Stahmer works 2% time with UCSB woodcut cataloguing team; in spring he supervises an undergrad

web developer RA, working 15% time, who standardizes EBBA website and makes final change requests

to EBBA front-end website interface.

• Bell at 50% time for first 6 months facilitating completion of tune transcribing/recording/cataloging.

• Libraries are delivered facsimile album images and citation information to mount on their own websites.

• ESTC provided with MARC records of all new citations and ESTC creates links to new EBBA images.

• Announcement on UCSB and international websites of completed EBBA.

G. Staff (for full resumes, see Appendix 22; for Advisory Board Members, see “VI. Participants”)

Director of Project (PI): Patricia Fumerton 

Fumerton is Professor of English Renaissance Popular Culture, founder of the UCSB’s Early Modern 

Center, founder and director of a letterpress lab (Maker Lab), and much-published expert on 17th-century 

broadside ballads. She will be responsible for final editorial control of EBBA.  

Associate Director and Technical Specialist: Carl Stahmer 

Stahmer holds a PhD in English from UCSB in digital humanities and is Director of Digital Scholarship 

at the UC Davis Library. He is also technical consultant to the Advanced Research Consortium (ARC), to 

the ESTC, and PI of a Getty grant on Shared Cataloguing of Early Printed Images.  

Assistant Director: Kristen McCants 

McCants is completing a PhD in English Renaissance Literature from UCSB. Since beginning work on 

EBBA in 2011, she has acquired skills in every facet of the archival process and advanced to AD in 2017. 

Program Manager: Katie Adkison 

Adkison is completing a PhD in Renaissance English Literature from UCSB; she has worked for EBBA 

since 2014 in all capacities. 

Music Specialist: Erik Bell 

Erik Bell has an MA in Music Theory from UCSB and has been lead singer of EBBA tunes since 2012 

and Music Specialist since 2016. Expert as well in transcribing music notation.  

Library ESTC Catalogue Consultant: Brian Geiger 

Brian Geiger is Professor of History and Director of the Center for Bibliographical Studies and Research 

at UC Riverside; he is also Director of the North American ESTC, which collaborates with the BL ESTC. 
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